Questions for the Story of St. Catherine

Instructions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences as you will be sharing this story with your cartography team.

1. What person was Catherine sent to live with when her father left Salamis to rule Egypt?
   Catherine was sent to live with her uncle.

2. What action did Catherine make that greatly upset her uncle?
   Catherine converted to Christianity.

3. What fairy tale does the beginning of this story resemble?
   Cinderella

4. What is the name of the emperor of Alexandria that replaced Catherine’s father?
   Emperor Maxentius replaced Catherine's father in Alexandria.

5. What action does this emperor perform that causes Catherine to boldly reprimand him?
   Emperor Maxentius was persecuting Christians when Catherine reprimands him.

6. What does the emperor do to his scholars after he discovers they have spoken with Catherine?
   Emperor Maxentius kills his scholars after he discovers they have spoken with Catherine.

7. What does the emperor do to his wife and general after he discovers they have spoken with Catherine?
   Emperor Maxentius kills his wife and general for speaking with Catherine.

8. What is the real reason he is upset with his scholars, wife, and general?
   Emperor Maxentius is upset that all of these people have converted to Christianity.

9. What is the name of the structure that has remained intact throughout the ages though Salamis, Cyprus was destroyed by earthquakes?
   The name of the structure that has remained intact throughout the ages is St. Catherine’s Prison.

10. What is the story location clue for the Story of St. Catherine?
    St. Catherine’s Prison is located north of Famagusta and directly west of the city of Salamis and south of the Karpas Peninsula.